Nanoelectronics-biology frontier: From nanoscopic probes for action potential recording in live cells to three-dimensional cyborg tissues
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Summary

Semiconductor nanowires configured as the active channels of field-effect transistors (FETs) have been used as detectors for high-resolution electrical recording from single live cells, cell networks, tissues and organs. Extracellular measurements with substrate supported silicon nanowire (SiNW) FETs, which have projected active areas orders of magnitude smaller than conventional microfabricated multielectrode arrays (MEAs) and planar FETs, recorded action potential and field potential signals with high signal-to-noise ratio and temporal resolution from cultured neurons, cultured cardiomyocytes, acute brain slices and whole animal hearts. Measurements made with modulation-doped nanoscale active channel SiNW FETs demonstrate that signals recorded from cardiomyocytes are highly localized and have improved time resolution compared to larger planar detectors. In addition, several novel three-dimensional (3D) transistor probes, which were realized using advanced nanowire synthesis methods, have been implemented for intracellular recording. These novel probes include (i) flexible 3D kinked nanowire FETs, (ii) branched intracellular nanotube SiNW FETs, and (iii) active silicon nanotube FETs. Following phospholipid modification of the probes to mimic the cell membrane, the kinked nanowire, branched intracellular nanotube and active silicon nanotube FET probes recorded full-amplitude intracellular action potentials from spontaneously firing cardiomyocytes. Moreover, these probes demonstrated the capability of reversible, stable, and long-term intracellular recording, thus indicating the minimal invasiveness of the new nanoscale structures and suggesting biomimetic internalization via the phospholipid modification. Simultaneous, multi-site intracellular recording from both single cells and cell networks were also readily achieved by interfacing independently addressable nanoprobe devices with cells. Finally, electronic and biological systems have been seamlessly merged in 3D for the first time using macroporous nanoelectronic scaffolds that are analogous to synthetic tissue scaffold and the extracellular matrix in tissue. Free-standing 3D nanoelectronic scaffolds were cultured with neurons, cardiomyocytes and smooth muscle cells to yield electronically-innervated synthetic or ‘cyborg’ tissues. Measurements demonstrate that innervated tissues exhibit similar cell viability as with conventional tissue scaffolds, and importantly, demonstrate that the real-time response to drugs and pH changes can be mapped in 3D through the tissues. These results open up a new field of research, wherein nanoelectronics are merged with biological systems in 3D thereby providing broad opportunities, ranging from a
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nanoelectronic/tissue platform for real-time pharmacological screening in 3D to implantable ‘cyborg’ tissues enabling closed-loop monitoring and treatment of diseases. Furthermore, the capability of high density scale-up of the above extra- and intracellular nanoscopic probes for action potential recording provide important tools for large-scale high spatio-temporal resolution electrical neural activity mapping in both 2D and 3D, which promises to have a profound impact on many research areas, including the mapping of activity within the brain.
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**Introduction**

Large-scale and high spatial resolution cellular and subcellular-level interfaces between electrical sensors and biological systems are crucial for both fundamental biophysical studies and medical monitoring and intervention [1–5]. For example, the exploration of the brain function depends largely on the development of new tools that can simultaneously measure and manipulate the electrical activity of thousands or even millions of neurons with high spatial and temporal resolution. Over the past several decades, a variety of electrical probes including glass micropipette intracellular and patch-clamp electrodes [1,4,5], multielectrode arrays (MEAs) [2,4,6–8], and planar field-effect transistors (FETs) [9–12] were developed and widely used to record action potentials and transmembrane potential changes from electroactive cells and tissues, as well as to probe chemical events at the surface of tissues or individual cells. These probes, which are normally micrometer in size, can readily interface with cellular level resolution and provide valuable information on cell network function. However, the size of these probes poses a challenge to record from small subcellular structures or to carryout simultaneous, large-scale multi-site recording with subcellular-level resolution [10,13–16].

The intense interest placed in recent years on chemically-synthesized semiconductor nanowires has led to the development of a broad range of structures with rationally controlled geometry, composition, and electronic properties [17–21]. As predictable and synthetically well-controlled structures, semiconductor nanowires have been used as powerful building blacks for the bottom-up assembly of functional devices such as FETs, photodetectors, and photodiodes [18,19,22,23]. Nanoscale functional devices such as nanoFETs can be used as voltage and chemical sensors thereby enabling new classes of molecular scale electronic interfaces with biological systems [24–29]. Compared to conventional glass micropipettes, sharp metal electrodes, or microfabricated MEAs and planar FETs, there are two major advantages of these new nanoFET based sensors. First, the small size of these probes (Fig. 1a) allows for simultaneous multi-site recording with increased number and density of recording sites, which enables larger scale and higher spatial resolution, and also intracellular measurements that are much less invasive to cells [27–29,32,33]. In addition, the small size also enables more localized, higher spatial precision measurements, which is necessary for subcellular level interfacing, for example, in measurements from neurites [27,30,31]. Second, the intrinsic strength of bottom-up assembly (Fig. 1b) allows semiconducting nanowire functional elements to be assembled on nearly any type of surface, including those that are typically not compatible with standard CMOS processing, such as flexible plastic substrates [23,34–38]. Moreover, sequential patterning and assembly steps further enable fabrication of distinct nanowire nanodevices on a substrate (Fig. 1b) to incorporate multi-function in measurement chips [37]. Last, bottom-up assembly of nanowires enables the fabrication of flexible, free-standing devices [28,39].
Three-dimensional (3D), free-standing, macroporous device array can be utilized as the scaffolding for synthetic tissue constructs and used to monitor cellular activity throughout 3D cellular networks [39], capabilities that are not accessible with conventional electrode probes or even recently developed flexible electronics [36,40,41].

In this review, we will describe the development of new biological sensing devices using semiconducting nanowires as the probe structure and detector or nanowire based structures as the functional detector element, as well as their application in extracellular and intracellular measurements. Specific emphasis will be placed on transmembrane and action potential recording from living biological systems ranging from cultured cells, acute tissue slices, and whole organs through synthetic nanoelectronic/tissue constructs. The uniqueness enabled by the use of nanometer scale functional semiconducting nanowires will be highlighted, and exciting future applications of these new probes in biophysical and electrophysiological studies will be discussed.

**Extracellular electrical recording**

The potential change outside the cells associated with the transmembrane change of excited cells can be recorded by metal or glass micropipette electrodes to monitor the electric activity of the cells [2,6,7,11]. Compared to intracellular recording, which normally places the tip of the probe structure inside the cells, extracellular recording is less invasive and provides ready access to simultaneous multi-site recording such as using MEAs [2,6,7]. The size of the metal electrodes used in extracellular recording is normally 5–100 microns [2,6,7,14]. This relatively large size ensures a reasonable impedance value at the electrode/electrolyte interface and gives sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for action potential detection. Extracellular recording with MEAs has been used in many studies including development of electric activity and dynamics study in cultured neuron networks [42], neuronal activity in brain slices [43] and photo response of the networks in the retina [44]. However, the large size and corresponding low spatial resolution of MEAs make it difficult to record from critical subcellular structures, such as axons and dendrites [16]. The large size also makes cell-to-electrode registration challenging because measured signals for a given electrode typically are due to contributions from several nearby cells. As a result, identification of specific cellular signals from MEAs recording generally requires complicated post-processing, such as the spike sorting [6,7].

In this regard, nanoscale devices can provide distinct advantages by realizing subcellular-scale interfaces between recording probes and biological systems, and enabling precise cell-to-electrode registration. FETs using chemically synthesized semiconductor nanowires as functional channels (Fig. 2a) are good candidates for this purpose. As shown in Fig. 2b, when putting a SiNW FET in electrophysiology medium [45], it exhibits a conductance change in response to variations of the solution potential. The FETs are normally referred as active potential detectors, in distinction to the passive metal electrodes. The solution acts as an analog of metallic gate electrode in the conventional FET configuration, and thus is termed a water-gate [24]. Because potential sensing with FETs is not dependent on solution/device interface impedance [45,46], there is no fundamental limitation (in contrast to MEAs) on reducing the size of FET-based detectors to the nanometer scale. In our nanowire FET sensors, the diameter of nanowires is normally in the range of 10–100 nm, and the channel length of the FET is in the range of 50–2000 nm. Compared to their planar counterparts, NWFETs are expected to be more sensitive detectors due to the one-dimensional (1D) nanoscale morphology; that is, the potential change on the surface of a nanowire leads to depletion or accumulation of carriers in the “bulk” of the 1D nanometer-diameter structure, versus only a shallow region near the surface in the case of a planar device. The exquisite
sensitivity, combining the nanoscale size, makes NWFETs appealing as extracellular recording probes with cellular or subcellular-level resolution.

**Extracellular recording from cultured cells using SiNW FETs**

The first demonstration of using nanoscale FETs as extracellular recording probes for electroactive biological systems was carried out on cultured rat cortical and hippocampal neurons [27]. By using surface patterning of poly-lysine on NWFET device chips, the neuron cells, including both the cell body and neurites, were selectively grown to ensure a high yield of neuron/nanowire junctions and hence an efficient interfacing. Figure 3a [27] shows an optical image of a cortical neuron interfaced with a NWFET with the axon aligned across the nanowire channel. The signal recorded by this p-type NWFET was in good temporal correlation with the intracellular action potentials recorded by a glass micropipette (Fig. 3b) [27]. This direct correlation indicates that the depolarization of cell membrane during action potential firing results in negative charging of the extracellular space around the nanowire. This is consistent with the fact that the membrane expresses a relatively high density of Na\(^+\) ion-channel [47–49]. Key advantages demonstrated by this work include (1) the straightforward recording of action potential signals from individual neurites, which is difficult at best from MEAs due to their large electrode size, and (2) the small active junction area for nanowire/axon interfaces, 0.01–0.02 \(\mu\)m\(^2\), which is at least two orders of magnitude smaller than microfabricated electrodes and planar FETs [6,12]. Both advantages highlight the higher spatial precision and resolution of NWFETs.

The high spatial resolution enabled by NWFETs makes possible efficient multiplexed recordings from single neurons. NWFETs can be easily and controllably made in arrays, with density higher than that reported with MEAs and planar FETs [50]. One example of this high density multiplexed recording is shown in Fig. 3c and d [27]. In this work, patterned poly-lysine led to neurite growth from a central neuron soma across three of the four peripheral SiNW devices arranged at the corners of a rectangle, as shown in Fig. 3c. Signals were recorded from the three SiNW FETs interfaced with the axon (NW1) and dendrites (NW2 and 3), while the fourth FET (NW4), which did not have a neurite crossing the NW, did not show any signal. This result indicates that there was no crosstalk in the device array. Importantly, multiplexed recording carried out in this way can be used to study spike propagation, like the back propagation of the action potential in dendrites as demonstrated in this work [27].

In addition to direct culture of electroactive cells on NWFET device arrays, we developed a new and more general scheme for investigating the NWFET/cell interface [51]. This method, which is illustrated schematically in Fig. 4a, allows for separate design and optimization of the NWFET array and cell culture such that the two key components are brought together under precise manipulation only during the final measurement phase. For example, embryonic chicken cardiomyocytes were separately cultured on 100–500 \(\mu\)m thick, optically transparent and flexible polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) pieces to form cell monolayers [51]. Then a PDMS/cardiomyocyte substrate was transferred over the NWFET chip. Using optical microscope and x-y-z manipulator, spontaneously beating cells of interest were positioned over NWFETs (Fig. 4a and b) [51]. This approach enables us to identify, register to and record from specific cellular and subcellular regions with respect to NWFET devices and carry out multiplexed recording from well-defined multicellular configurations with overall subcellular resolution.

With this method, we recorded extracellular signals from spontaneously firing chicken cardiomyocytes [51]. The signal is regularly spaced biphasic spikes with a frequency of 0.5–1.5 Hz, time scale of 1–3 ms (Fig. 4c and d) [51]. All of the spikes correlate with the beating
of the cells in time, indicating the signal corresponds to action potential firing of the cells. The peak width is consistent with time scales for ion fluxes associated with ion-channels opening/closing [52]. The amplitude is normally in the range of 1 to 4 mV, with a SNR routinely > 5. The tunable interface between the PDMS/cells and devices leads to a tunable signal amplitude and SNR. In our measurements, by bringing the cells closer to devices with a force applied to the PDMS cell support, the signal amplitude can reach a value of 10.5 mV (Fig. 4e) and a maximum SNR of 25 before making irreversible changes and cessation of the spontaneous beating [51]. It should be noted that within this range, the spike amplitude changes are reversible and the NWFET/cell interface is stable for different displacements toward the devices. High resolution comparison of the recorded signals (Fig. 4d) demonstrates that there is no observable change in either peak shape or peak width over a >2x change in amplitude. Recent studies of Aplysia neurons cultured on planar FET devices have also reported an increase in the peak amplitude when the cell body was displaced [11], which is consistent with our results. The enhanced signal amplitudes can be attributed to a decrease in the gap between the cell membrane and NWFET devices, although further studies will be needed to quantify such junction changes.

This new interfacing strategy can also be used for multiplexing measurements, as different devices can all form tight junctions with the cells, and hence simultaneously give signals with high SNR. The time shift between devices derived from the cross-correlation analysis of data traces recorded in this manner provides information about the action potential propagation direction and speed [51]. The flexibility of interfacing with specific cellular areas for high density multiplexed recording using NWFETs represent a powerful platform to study the effects of cell monolayer inhomogeneity on action potential propagation [53,54], enabling both intra- and intercellular propagation to be characterized in details for well-defined cellular structures.

**Extracellular recording with graphene and short-channel nanowire FETs**

As discussed above, the small size of NWFETs allows for more localized and higher spatial precision recording than achievable with planar FETs and MEAs. We compared the recording from NWFETs with graphene FETs to investigate how the size of the extracellular recording probe affects the signal. Graphene consists of a single atomic layer of sp$^2$-bonded carbon atoms and is an interesting nanomaterial that bridges between 1D nanowires and conventional planar electronics [55,56]. Different from doped semiconducting nanowires, graphene exhibits ambipolar behavior; that is, by varying the gate voltage it is possible to transition from p- to n- type behavior as the Dirac point is crossed [55,56]. This unique characteristic of graphene allows both the amplitude and sign of the recorded signal to be tuned by changing the water gate offset.

We fabricated nanowire and graphene (Gra-) FETs on the same chip (see the schematics in Fig. 5a) and interfaced these distinct detectors with spontaneously firing cardiomyocytes as described above to investigate how the size/active detection area of the extracellular probe affects the signal [37]. Figure 5b shows an image of a relatively large Gra-FET with active channel of 20.8 μm × 9.8 μm, while individual extracellular peaks recorded by this device are shown in Fig. 5d [37]. The recorded data are quite reproducible with an average peak-to-peak width of 1310±40 μs. Interestingly, the average peak-to-peak width recorded from a smaller Gra-FET with active channel of 2.4 μm × 3.4 μm (Fig. 5c) is 730±40 μs (upper traces, Fig. 5e), which is almost a factor of two smaller than that recorded from the larger Gra-FET. Simultaneously recorded signals from a 0.07 μm$^2$ active area SiNW FET which is 16 μm away from the smaller Gra-FET (Fig. 5c) yields a peak-to-peak width of 760±40 μs (lower trace, Fig. 5e), which is similar to the value for the smaller Gra-FET.
The above results indicate that the signals recorded with the larger Gra-FET do not represent a localized detection but rather an average of the extracellular potential from different parts of the beating cell or even from different cells. As a result, the peak-to-peak width was broadened. The smaller Gra-FET yielded similar peak-to-peak width as the SiNW FET of ~100X smaller active detection area. We attribute the similar peak widths as arising from the micrometer scale channel length of the SiNW FET detector. Although the detection can be localized in nanometer scale in the radial direction, there will still be average from the micrometer long axial detection, which leads to the broadened peaks detected by the SiNW FET compared to the intrinsic values expected for sodium ion channels.

The NWFET can be a “point-like” detector with more localized recording if we further shrink its active channel down to the size comparable to the nanowire diameter. The short channel NWFET can be made by putting the source and drain electrode close using electron beam lithography [57]. However, these metal electrodes will physically limit cell access and also electrostatically screen the active nanowire channel [57], making it less sensitive to the potential change of the solution around it. With chemically synthesized nanowires, the “point-like” ultra-small detector can be realized in a unique way of dopant modulation [17]. By changing the dopant ratio during nanowire growth, we can synthesize directly short length lightly doped active channels connected to heavily doped nanowire segments that function as nanoscale source/drain electrode arms [20]. Metal interconnects are then placed on these two arms, thus ensuring an intimate contact between the cells and detectors.

To achieve short-channel nanowire devices with a sharp lightly-heavy doped transition between active elements and arms, we used a combination of nanocluster-catalyzed vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) growth [17] and vapor-solid-solid (VSS) [61] as illustrated in Fig. 6a. The slow growth rates during VSS growth, which are at least 10–100 times lower than for VLS growth [62–65], enable control of the lightly-doped nanowire channel segment on a 10 nm scale and abrupt lightly-heavy doped nanowire junctions. SEM imaging of selectively etched lightly-doped nanowire segments (Fig. 6b) showed that nanowires with channel lengths of 150, 80, and 50 nm could be synthesized by design [59]. Extracellular recording from spontaneously firing cardiomyocytes using NWFETs configured from these new short-channel SiNWs (Fig. 6c) yielded action potential signals with peak-to-peak widths of 520 ± 40, 450 ± 80, and 540 ± 50 μs for the 150, 80 and 50 nm devices, respectively [58]. These widths are significantly smaller than the peak-to-peak widths of 750–850 μs recorded with the conventional nanowire and graphene devices with micrometer scale active channels discussed above, and thus indicate the advantage of the recording with “pointlike” detectors to avoid extrinsic temporal broadening. Interestingly, the time scale reported for Na⁺ channel conduction is about 500 μs [1], which is consistent with the peak widths measured from the short channel SiNW FETs here. This suggests that our short channel NWFET devices may be able to study ion channel on the length and time scale of single ion channel events in future studies.

This approach was also exploited to realize high density multiplexed extracellular recording with designed short-channel NWFETs. For example, three ca. 100 nm devices (d1, d2 and d3, Fig. 6d), where d1 and d2 were synthesized on the same nanowire with < 2 μm separation, were used to record extracellular signals from a network of beating cardiomyocytes [58]. Analysis of the data from the three devices (Fig. 6e, f) showed timing difference of 4.9 and 89 μs for the two devices separated by 1.9 μm (d1 and d2) and 73 μm (d1 and d3) respectively [59]. These results highlight that both intra and intercellular signal propagation across the cell network can be recorded with the NWFET arrays.
Extracellular recording from tissue slices and organs

Tissues such as that obtained from the brain and heart, represents more complex biological systems where NWFET devices offer unique opportunities for collect electrophysiological information. In the brain, neural circuits are organized through synaptic connections into hierarchical networks operating on spatial and temporal scales that span multiple orders of magnitude [66]. From this perspective, electrical recording with both high spatial and temporal resolution from populations of neurons using NWFET arrays is highly desirable to map the activities of the neural circuits. On the other hand, electrical recording in vitro and in vivo from whole hearts is important in areas ranging from basic studies of cardiac function to patient healthcare [3,4,67,68]. Bottom-up assembly of nanowires allows fabrication of flexible and transparent recording chips that provide a more powerful way to interface with organs, such as the heart. In this section, we will review recent progress using NWFETs to record from acute rat brain slices and the whole embryonic chicken hearts.

First, NWFET arrays have been used to record neuronal network activity from acute brain slices [69] as shown schematically in Fig. 7a. An optical image of an oriented acute brain slice (Fig. 7b) shows the lateral olfactory tract (LOT) (Dark Band) and the pyramidal neuron layers. A schematic of the organization and circuit of the slice (Fig. 7c) highlights the LOT and synaptic connections (Layer I) with the pyramidal cells in Layers II and III, which are oriented over the NWFET array (Fig. 7b). Following stimulation on the LOT, two types of signals were recorded from NWFETs [69]. When a NWFET is close to the somata of pyramidal neuron the signal showed a positive excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP, marked by +, Fig. 7d) followed by a population spike (p-spike) [69]. However, when the NWFET was close to dendritic projections, a broad negative potential change with less significant p-spike on the tail was detected (lower trace, Fig. 7d). The distinct signals reflect the different change of the extracellular potential at different local regions of pyramidal cells, which correspond to current sources and sinks in the neural network [66].

Significantly, differences in the recorded signal were observed between devices with spacing as small as 5 μm, which exceeds substantially that reported in previous MEAs and planar FETs measurement [43,70–72], thus demonstrating the high spatial resolution of the NWFET detection. The high resolution recording capability of NWFET 2D arrays was exploited to map the neural connectivity in the olfactory cortex. Representative data recorded from eight devices following stimulation at eight different spots (a–h, Fig. 7b) in the LOT showed distinct responses (Fig. 7e). Specifically, the 2D maps from the NWFET array resolved clearly the heterogeneous activity of the neural circuit [69]. We note that the distance between adjacent devices, 60 μm, in which distinct activity was recorded is already better than the 100 μm scale resolution achieved in MEAs recording of brain slices [43, 71], although in our case the mapping resolution can be substantially improved by using higher density NWFET arrays [50].

For whole heart recording, macroscale metallic electrodes [67], optical microscopy of dyed tissue [73], and MEAs [4,7,68] have been used to measure the activation sequences across the surface of the heart. None of these techniques has single-cell or subcellular resolution, although such resolution, which is readily achieved with NWFETs, is crucial for better understanding cardiac function. NWFETs also can be fabricated on flexible and transparent plastic substrates [23,34,35], thus allowing conformal contact to 3D soft tissue and organs for in-vitro and in-vivo studies.

Flexible and transparent NWFETs chips that enable simultaneous optical imaging and electronic recording in configurations that are not readily accessible with traditional planar device chips were fabricated on thin polymer substrates and interfaced to beating embryonic.
chicken hearts [36]. A bent device chip with concave surface facing a beating heart (Fig. 8a) shows that the NWFET/heart can be readily examined with microscope. This allows for visual orientation of the device array to the heart and higher resolution imaging through the transparent substrate (Fig. 8b). Recording from the whole heart can also be realized in a convex configuration, where the heart/device interface is on the convex side of the bent chip (Fig. 8c). A representative trace recorded from the beating heart is show in Fig. 8d [36]. The excellent SNR signal, which correlates with the spontaneous beating of the heart, shows an initial sharp peak followed by a slower phase, where these two phases can be attributed to transient ion-channel currents and mechanical motion, respectively.

These studies of acute brain slices and whole hearts demonstrate the powerful capability of NWFETs to interface with hierarchically organized tissue and organs with cellular and subcellular spatial resolution and sub-millisecond temporal resolution. Flexible NWFET chips enabled by bottom-up assembly of nanowires opens up the possibility of achieving a conformal interfaces with soft and irregularly-shaped tissues and organs, and represents substantial advantage over conventional microfabricated devices. Together these capabilities demonstrate the potential of NWFETs as tools to understand the functional connectivity and address critical biological problems in the study of neural and cardiac systems.

**Intracellular electrical recording**

Intracellular electrical recording, which makes a direct physical contact between probes and the interior of cells, has many advantages over extracellular recording. First, it reflects true transmembrane potential change of the cells [8,13,28,29]. Due to the capacitive nature of the cell membrane, the potential change outside the cells is normally the derivative of the cell transmembrane potential change. This makes the signal recorded by extracellular probes distinct in both amplitude and shape/time scale from the actual transmembrane potential change [6,12,51,74]. As a result, extracellular recording reflects the time of occurrence of action potentials, but is not able to record action potentials with the details needed to explore the properties of ion channels. The opening/closing of the ion channels defines specific features/phases of an action potential recorded in intracellular (but not extracellular) measurements [1,54,75], and is fundamental to understand cellular behavior and response, for example, to drugs that interact specifically with different ion channels [2,3,76]. Second, intracellular recording can measure sub-threshold events and DC or slowly changing potentials across the cell membrane associated with synaptic interactions [8,13,28,29], which is important for neural network activity, but difficult to measure with extracellular probes. Third, intracellular recording enables precise cell-to-electrode registration. Extracellular signals often represent an average over several cells located at the vicinity of the probe. As discussed above, nanoscale extracellular probes, such as NWFETs, overcome issues of registering the position and signal to specific cell/electrode interfaces, but there is still uncertainty when a nanoscale extracellular probe is close to the boundary between cells or interfaced with subcellular structures, such as dendrites.

Conventional intracellular recording is also relatively invasive since probes must be inserted through the cell membrane. For example, commonly used glass micropipettes typically have open tip diameter of ~0.2 to 5 μm [13,75], which can be a substantial fraction of the cell size, and during recording there will be mixing of cell cytosol and exogenous filling solution (through the open tip) that cause irreversible changes to cells and make long-term measurements difficult [13,75]. Furthermore, the complexity of the glass micropipette recording makes it difficult to perform simultaneous recordings at a large number of sites. This difficulty in multiplexing also applies to sharp metal electrodes [8,77] or carbon based microelectrodes [78,79] that have also been used as intracellular recording probes.
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Our approach both to overcome the above limitations of conventional intracellular recording probes and to enable new capabilities has focused on developing novel nanoscale intracellular probes with active FET detection elements. The small sizes of these new probes, which are less than the size of viruses, allows for biomimetic approaches to be used for probe insertion, which yields non-invasive and long-term stable recording [28,29,32,33], compared with mechanical deformation of cell membranes associated with inserting much larger conventional probes [13,75]. As discussed in the section of extracellular recording, FETs can be scaled to very small ca. 10 nm scale without affecting recording capabilities [45,46], which contrasts passive metal electrodes and other potentiometric probes. However, FETs have conventionally existed in a linear geometry with S/D connections that preclude access to the inside of cells. Hence, the central issue in realizing highly scalable FET-based intracellular nanoprobes is to develop approaches where the active channel of FETs can be coupled to the inside of the cells while leaving much larger interconnects (e.g., S and D electrodes) outside the cell. We have developed two very general classes of nanoprobes based on kinked nanowire FETs [28,32] and nanotube coupled FETs [29,33] that can effectively achieve this goal and are discussed below.

**Kinked nanowire FETs for intracellular recording**

We have demonstrated that kinked nanowire structures in which the active FET channels is encoded at or close to the kink tip can be synthesized in a straightforward and high-yield manner using nanocluster-catalysed growth mechanism [20]. Probes synthesized with 60° tip angle (Fig. 9a) are formed with two cis-linked 120° kinked units [28] and represent an ideal geometry for intracellular insertion, although a single 120° kink can also yield a viable probe (see below). In these nanostructures, doping modulation (upper image, Fig. 9b) was used to introduce a short channel FET topologically defined very closely to the probe tip, and heavily doped nanowire arms directly “wire-up” the FET channel as seamless nanoscale electrodes. The synthetically-defined location of the active FET channel in kinked nanowire devices was confirmed by scanning gate microscopy (SGM) measurements [20,28], where the active channel shows a large sensitivity to the gate voltage applied by the scanning tip and the heavily-doped arms are relatively insensitive. This suggested that insertion of the kink tip into a cell could readily lead to the detection of the intracellular potential variation versus time.

A complementary approach that we have implemented for making active kinked nanowire detectors involves dopant modulation during synthesis to incorporate a p-n junction near the probe tip (lower image, Fig. 9b). In this design, the active device is naturally localized at the depletion region of the p-n junction [46], where the theoretical thickness of the depletion region could be as small as 10–30 nm [80] allowing potentially very high resolution measurements. Characterization of the active region in a kinked p-n junction device by tip-modulated SGM [81] shows that the region near the kink (i.e., the position of the synthetically-defined p-n junction) exhibits a p-type gate response (Fig. 9c) [32]. The spatial resolution of the device estimated from the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the SGM line profiles, 210 nm, is quite good, yet lower than the theoretical limit of 10–30 nm [80], and represents an area where future improvements could be realized.

To fabricate cellular nanoprobes using kinked nanowires, the tips must be presented in 3D from a substrate surface. Orientation of kinked nanowire probe in near vertical geometry was achieved by connecting the heavily-doped arms to free standing flexible electrodes [82] as shown in Fig. 9d [28]. The kinked nanowire geometry and extended S/D nanowire arms spatially separate the functional nanoscale FET from more bulky metal interconnects. To record the intracellular transmembrane potential change, the nanowire kink tip with active FET component must penetrate the cell membrane. To achieve penetration in a biomimetic
manner we developed a new strategy based on chemical modification of the nanowires with phospholipid layers [28,29,83,84]. When phospholipid-modified kinked nanowire probes contact a cell, the phospholipid layers could fuse with the cell membrane [85,86] and as a result, spontaneously internalize probes with a tight and high-resistance nanowire to membrane seal.

Three-dimensional phospholipid-modified kinked nanowire probes were used to record signals from spontaneously beating cardiomyocytes that were cultured on the PDMS sheets as shown schematically in Fig. 9e [28,51]. Following gentle contact between a cell and a nanowire probe, the recorded signal (Fig. 9f) exhibited several distinct features as it reached steady state [28]. First, the initial signal (~40 s) corresponded to extracellular spikes with amplitude of 3–5 mV and a submillisecond width. Second, without application of external force, the initial signal gradually disappeared with a concomitant decrease in baseline potential and occurrence of peaks with an opposite sign, similar frequency, and much larger amplitude and longer duration of ~200 ms characteristic of the intracellular action potential of the cardiomyocytes [54,87]. The amplitude of the intracellular peaks rapidly increased during this transition period to a steady state of ~80 mV (Fig. 9g). These new steady-state intracellular action potential peaks show five characteristic phases of a cardiac intracellular potential, including (a) resting state, (b) rapid depolarization, (c) plateau, (d) rapid repolarization, and (e) hyperpolarization (Fig. 9h). In addition, a sharp transient peak (blue star, Fig. 9h) and the dip (orange star, Fig. 9h), which may be associated with the inward sodium and outward potassium currents [54], can be resolved. The evolution of signal in the recording indicates that the highly localized, point-like nanoFET near the probe tip initially records only extracellular potential, then simultaneously records both extra- and intracellular signals as the nanoFET spans the cell membrane, and finally records only intracellular signals when fully being inside the cell. The kinked nanowire probes demonstrated for the first time the FET based intracellular electrical recording, highlighted the potential of FET based intracellular tools, and provided motivation to develop other designs that exhibit unique and complementary characteristics.

Branched intracellular nanotube and active nanotube FET probes

To further reduce nanoFET intracellular probe size and make probes more scalable for high-density parallel recording, we have developed other designs using nanotube channels to bridge between the inside of cells and FET detector elements.

First, we designed a branched intracellular nanotube FET (BIT-FET, Fig. 10a) that uses a relatively conventional NW-FET as the detector and an electrically-insulating nanotube that connects the FET to the cytosol or intracellular region of a cell [29]. When there is a change in transmembrane potential $V_{mn}$, such as during an action potential, the varying potential of the cytosol inside the nanotube leads to a change in FET conductance. The BIT-FET design has several unique advantages: (1) The controlled diameter nanotube to bridge to cells together with the FET based detector allows for smallest absolute probe size possible for an electrophysiology tool, and makes possible interfacing with small subcellular structure such as dendrites. (2) The external NW-FET detector geometry can take advantage of the high density of those planar nanoFETs [50] to create high-density BIT-FET arrays for highly parallel recording with spatial resolution that greatly exceeds other probes [8,13].

The BIT-FET design was realized using bottom-up synthesis together with more conventional top-down processing. In short, germanium nanowire (GeNW) branches were grown on top of SiNWs, coated with a conformal, controlled-thickness SiO$_2$ layer [29, 88] followed by selective removal of the topmost part of the SiO$_2$ shell and etching of the GeNW core to yield the a hollow SiO$_2$ nanotube on the silicon NW-FET as shown in Fig.
We note that the etching step used to remove the upper portion of SiO$_2$ results in a controlled taper at the tip due to isotropic etching of the SiO$_2$ shell [29], and moreover, that this taper is particularly advantageous for further decreasing probe size.

A particularly unique feature of the BIT-FET is its high bandwidth. Experimentally, pulsed water-gate measurements showed that FET conductance change followed a 0.1 ms $V_{wg}$ pulse rise/fall without detectable delay [29], thus showing a time resolution of at least 0.1 ms. Modeling studies [29,89], which were used to estimate the bandwidth as a function of nanotube inner diameter (Fig. 10c) show that the BIT-FET can achieve a bandwidth of $\geq 6$ kHz, which is sufficient for recording a rapid neuronal action potential [1,13], for nanotube inner diameters as small as 3 nm [29]. The small diameters accessible with the BIT-FETs suggest that it could be minimally invasive and capable of probing the smallest cellular structures, including neuron dendrites and dendritic spines, which is difficult using conventional electrical-based techniques [5,16].

Phospholipid-modified BIT-FET probes were used to record intracellular signals from spontaneously firing embryonic chicken cardiomyocytes cells cultured on the PDMS sheets [51]. Representative data shows that approximately 45 s after gentle contact, there was a dramatic change from extracellular spikes to intracellular peaks with a concomitant baseline shift of approximately $-35$ mV [29]. Because the NWFET is p-type, the recorded intracellular conductance peaks were inverted relative to the n-type kinked nanowire probe, although the calibrated potential for these very stable peaks has the standard polarity, shape, amplitude and duration for intracellular cardiac action potential [29]. We note that the nanotubes on the BIT-FETs have very small internal volume of $\sim 3$ aL., which helps to preserve cell viability. Another unique characteristic of the BIT-FET, which distinguishes it from conventional glass micropipettes probes [13], is that the penetration of the cell membrane and intracellular recording can be repeated on the same cell without changing position for multiple times (Fig. 10d) [29]. Indeed, we have shown that the gentle contact/intracellular recording/retraction cycle can be repeated at least five times with the same BIT-FET nanotube near the same position on a given cell without any observable change in the beating frequency and action potential features [29]. These results demonstrate unambiguously the robustness and minimal invasiveness of BIT-FET recording.

Second, we have designed a related nanotube intracellular probe in which the nanotube is a semiconductor as shown in Fig. 11a [33]. In this active silicon nanotube transistor (ANTT), insulated S and D contacts are defined on one end of the semiconducting nanotube, and the active nanotube channel is covered with insulating polymer so that only the internal part of the active channel is sensitive to solution. When the free end of the nanotube penetrates the cell membrane, the nanotube will be filled with cytosol and the ANTT probe will be sensitive to changes in the transmembrane or intracellular potential [29,33].

The ANTT probes were realized by synthesizing Ge/Si core/shell nanowires as described previously [92–94], and then etching away the Ge core with H$_2$O$_2$ [95] to leave a Si nanotube. The size of the Si nanotube probe, both the inner and outer diameter, can be tuned by changing the Ge core diameter and the Si shell thickness [33]. A representative SEM image of a 3D ANTT probe (Fig. 11b), which was fabricated in a manner similar to the kinked nanowire probe [28] described above, highlights the nanoscale dimensions and open end of the active nanotube probe. Water-gate measurements made before and after removal of the Ge nanowire core, demonstrate clearly that only the inner region of the nanotube is sensitive to potential changes. Furthermore, measurements from spontaneously firing cardiomyocytes using phospholipid-functionalized ANTT probes (Fig. 11c) showed that the probes can successfully record full-amplitude intracellular action potentials [33]. We note that the use of free-standing microscale metal electrodes to orient the ANTT probe limits its...
large-scale, high-density integration. This could be overcome in the future by preparing vertical nanotube FET arrays (Fig. 11d) in a manner similar to work on vertical nanowire FETs [96,97].

**Bio-mimetic, spontaneous cell membrane penetration**

In all of our intracellular recording studies with the kinked nanowires [28,32], BIT-FET [29] and ANTT [33] nanoprobes, phospholipid modification was used to facilitate the cell membrane penetration and yield stable and long-term recording of full-amplitude action potentials with minimal invasiveness. The transition from extra- to intra-cellular recording, which is indicative of the probe insertion inside cells, occurs without the need to apply external forces. This behavior, which is distinct from other probes, could be attributed in part to biomimetic lipid fusion [85,86], which can occur spontaneously when the phospholipid coated nanoprobe contacts the cell membrane. The small probe sizes will be beneficial for this lipid fusion to happen. Indeed, control experiments carried out without phospholipid modification on the BIT-FETs required external forces to achieve the transition to intracellular action potential signals. Also, manipulation of a dissociated HL-1 cell [98] into contact with a kinked nanowire probe showed a clear transition to the fixed intracellular potential of the cell for phospholipid-modified probes but no internalization for unmodified probes [28].

There are several attractive consequences arising from spontaneous penetration of the phospholipid-modified nanoprobes. First, this approach typically yields full amplitude action potentials, ~75–100 mV, with our nanoprobes. The full amplitude without the need for circuitry to compensate for putative probe/membrane leakage suggests that (a) our nanoprobe is fully-internalized and (b) the nanoprobe/membrane seal is sufficiently tight to eliminate perturbing the intracellular potential (e.g., by ion leakage) [31]. Second, a tight and stable nanoprobe/membrane seal is consistent with and explains the stable long-term intracellular recording observed in our experiments. The phospholipid modification also makes measurements less sensitive to mechanical disturbances or cell beating, and even when a phospholipid-modified nanoprobe is separated from the cell it does not result in cell death or degradation in contrast to typical case when recording with glass micropipettes [13,75]. The ability to reversibly re-insert a phospholipid-modified nanoprobe into the same (or different) cells also allows recording to be continued on scale of hours.

Third, we find that spontaneous penetration occurs in the same way for a broad range of probe orientations: for BIT-FETs, intracellular recording is achieved when nanotubes are within about 30° of the surface normal [29], and for kinked nanowire [28,32] and ANTT [33] probes angles between 40–90° can be used. This adds considerable flexibility in experimental design and robustness to the intracellular recording with our novel nanoprobes. Additional work is needed to reveal the details of the cell membrane penetration process by the phospholipid modified nanoprobes, and to elucidate the nature of the probe-membrane interface. However, the obvious advantages offered by phospholipid modification in intracellular recording with our nanoprobes validate this as a useful technique for creating robust nanoelectronics/cell interfaces.

**Simultaneous, multi-site intracellular recording**

A unique feature of our new nanoscale intracellular recording probes is that they enables straightforward fabrication of multiple, independent devices [99,100] for simultaneous, multi-site recording from both single cells and cell networks. One example of the unique multiplexed recording capability of BIT-FET devices involves simultaneous recording from two nearby phospholipid-modified nanoprobes as they penetrate a single, beating cardiomyocyte (Fig. 12a) [29]. The recorded data (Fig. 12b) shows the transition to
intracellular recording at different time for the two nanoprobes followed by stable full-amplitude intracellular action potentials from both devices. Multiplexed intracellular recording from a single cell was also realized with probes (Fig. 12c) in which two ANTT devices were fabricated side by side from two parallel Si nanotubes with tip-to-tip separation of ca. 7.6 μm [33]. Regular intracellular action potential peaks with 80 mV full amplitude were successfully recorded from both devices as shown in Fig. 12d [33]. In addition, we have also demonstrated the multiplexed measurements from cell networks with BIT-FET arrays [29]. Intracellular action potentials were simultaneously recorded from three devices (Fig. 12e, f) with separations sufficiently large to bridge multiple cells in a spontaneously beating monolayer of cardiomyocytes. The stable full-amplitude intracellular action potential recording from multiple nanoprobes with phospholipid modification assisted cell membrane penetration (Fig. 12f) demonstrates their flexibility and robustness compared to probe arrays requiring mechanical insertion [13,75].

Large-scale simultaneous, multi-site recording with high spatial and temporal resolution in neural and cardiac systems can contribute substantially to the fundamental understanding of network signaling and function [1,4,5,43] as well as to high-throughput drug screening [2,3]. The nanoprobes we developed and discussed in this section demonstrate an efficient way to make the high density probe arrays, and the phospholipid modification which can greatly facilitate cell membrane penetration ensures stable, long-term recording from such nanoprobe array. We believe that the further development and application of these nanoprobes will extend substantially the scope of fundamental and applied electrophysiology studies to regimes hard to access by other methods, and contribute greatly to many areas, such as the large scale functional mapping of the brain activity with high spatio-temporal resolution, which has received intense interests recently [101].

### Passive metal electrode based intracellular probes

In addition to our active FET based intracellular probes, several groups have been exploring on-chip metal electrodes for intracellular action potential recording [102–106]. First, Spira and coworkers [102–104] have fabricated arrays of micrometer-sized protruding gold-spine microelectrodes which were functionalized with a peptide containing multiple Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) repeats. This peptide, named engulfment-promoting peptide (EPP9), facilitates the engulfment of the gold spine electrodes by the membrane of the cultured neurons thus forming a high resistance seal. Recording from the engulfed gold-spine electrodes following glass micropipette stimulation of nearby or the same cells yielded subthreshold synaptic and action potential signals from individual neurons. From a representative measurement, the amplitude of the ‘raw’ action potentials recorded by different spine electrodes was 0.1–25 mV, which is smaller than the value simultaneously recorded with a glass micropipette [103]. Differences in the signal amplitude from different electrodes could arise from variations of the electrode impedance and/or the electrode/cell membrane coupling [103], and the difficulty of controlling these factors could make quantitative interpretation of multi-site recording difficult.

Two subsequent studies that have extended these ideas to smaller dimension electrodes [105,106] have utilized similar device designs consisting either of an array of Pt [105] or Si [106] vertical nanowires with diameter of ~150 nm, lengths of 1.5 and 3 μm for each electrode. In the case of the PtNWs array, HL-1 cells were cultured on the electrodes. Recording from spontaneously beating HL-1 cells initially yielded small ~100–200 μV extracellular spikes, but following voltage pulse (2.5 V; 200 μs) the signal transitions to one similar to an intracellular action potential albeit with a reduced amplitude of ~11.8 mV [105]. The authors suggest that the voltage pulse induces nanometer-sized pores [107–110] thereby providing access to the intracellular potential. In the case of the SiNWs array, where
the nanowires tips were capped with a sputter-deposited metal to make the passive recording electrode. HEK293 and rat cortical neurons were cultured on the electrodes [106]. Measurements suggested that some nanowires electrodes spontaneously penetrated HEK293 cell membranes during culture although for others, a large voltage pulse (~±3 V; duration, 100 ms) was needed to yield intracellular signals [106]. Voltage pulses from the SiNWs array electrode can also be used to evoke action potentials in the rat cortical neurons. However, signals recorded with the SiNWs array electrode were smaller in amplitude than that simultaneously recorded with the glass patch pipette [106].

The above works represent a substantial advance in on-chip metal electrodes for recording intracellular-like action potentials. The use of metal based electrode can also deliver stimulatory pulses in addition to potential change recording [103,106], which was not demonstrated for the FET based nanoprobes. However, the high impedance at the metal electrode/electrolyte interface limits the ultimate size of these probes. For example, it will be hard for the micrometer-scale gold spine electrode to record from small subcellular features such as dendrites, and although each nanowire in the nanowires array has 100–200 nm diameters, reliable recording typically requires multiple nanowires per electrode. During the recording, all the nanowires on the electrode are needed to be inside the cell (any nanowire remaining outside the cell will lead to a leakage). This leaves a typical projected area on the micrometer scale for these electrodes [105,106]. Moreover, as reported by these works [103,106], high electrode impedance and/or other factors can lead to a distortion of signal shapes and attenuation of signal amplitude, which might limit analysis of data recorded simultaneously from multiple sites. The use of direct engulfment during culture to assist getting intracellular or ‘in-cell’ recording is helpful in getting high-resistance sealing and preserving cell viability. But the electroporation induced access to cell interior is transient and can only last several minutes [105,106], and multiple use of electroporation or current injection is damaging to cell viability [106]. Overall, these factors represent challenges that must be overcome in the development of such passive nanoelectrode approaches. In future, new device design which can be used for both stimulation and recording with true nanoscale precision and resolution will be important for comprehensive study of neuronal circuits, and in this regard, we suggest that ‘impedance-free’ FET detection with stimulatory capabilities will be a promising direction for the future.

Three-dimensional nanoelectronics/tissue hybrids

One unique feature of the bottom-up paradigm emphasized in this review is the capability to design and realize nanodevices and networks not possible by conventional methods [23]. In this section, we will discuss our work of developing macroporous, flexible and free-standing nanoelectronic scaffolds (nanoES), the application of the nanoES as biocompatible extracellular scaffolds for 3D culture of neurons, cardiomyocytes and smooth muscle cells, and the recording of electrical activity, pH sensing and drug responses monitoring within these electronically-innervated tissue constructs [39].

Implementing electrical sensors in 3D and the capabilities for monitoring cells throughout the 3D micro-environment of tissues is critical for understanding cellular activity and physicochemical change relevant to living organisms [111]. Most of current work directed towards coupling electronics with tissue has focused on coupling to the surface of natural tissues/organisms or artificial tissue constructs, including recently reported studies using flexible and/or stretchable electronics that conform to tissue surfaces [36,40,41]. Previous works have been limited in terms of merging electronics with tissues throughout 3D space with minimal tissue disruption, because the 2D support structures and the electronic sensors are generally on much larger scale than the extracellular matrix (ECM) and cells. Seamlessly merging electronics throughout tissues has been recently realized with our introduction of
the nanoES concept as outlined in Fig. 13 [39], which addresses key constraints: (1) The electronic structures must be macroporous, not planar, to enable 3D interpenetration with biomaterials and cells; (2) the electronic network should have nanometer to micrometer scale features with comparable size to biomaterial scaffolds; and (3) the electronic network must have 3D interconnectivity and mechanical properties similar to biomaterials. As shown schematically in Fig. 13 [39], after depositing kinked or straight nanowires on surface, individual NWFET devices were lithographically patterned into a network (steps A and B, Fig. 13), and then released from the underlying substrate to yield free-standing nanoES. The 3D nanoES network have nanometer to micrometer features and high (>99%) porosity, and are also highly flexible and biocompatible. The resulting nanoES, which can be combined with traditional macroporous ECMs to form a hybrid scaffold (step B, Fig. 13) or used alone, is then seeded with cells and cultured (step C, Fig. 13) to yield 3D nanoelectronic–tissue hybrids.

We have made two kinds of nanoES and used them for the creation of innervated tissues with neurons, cardiomyocytes and smooth muscle cells. First, a reticular nanoES [39], was designed with bimetallic metal interconnects such that upon relief from the substrate it self-organizes into a 3D electrically interconnected scaffold with kinked nanowire sensors [39]. Reconstructed 3D confocal fluorescence images of a typical reticular scaffold (Fig. 14a) shows clearly the 3D interconnected structure. SEM images (Fig. 14b) further demonstrate that the size of the passivated metallic interconnects and polymeric structural ribbons are all ≤ 1 μm in width, and thus comparable with synthetic and natural ECMs [111].

We cultured embryonic rat hippocampal neurons in this type of reticular nanoES following merging with a conventional scaffold, Matrigel [39]. Reconstructed 3D confocal micrographs from a two-week culture (Fig. 14c, d), show clearly neurons with a high density of spatially interconnected neurites that penetrate seamlessly the reticular nanoES (Fig. 14c), sometimes passing through the ring structures supporting individual NWFETs (Fig. 14d). Standard LIVE/DEAD cell assay [114] further demonstrated that the viability of hippocampal neurons cultured in the reticular nanoES/Matrigel versus the control Matrigel over 21 days was the same within experimental error. This shows that on the 2–3 week timescale, the nanoES component of the scaffolds has little effect on the cell viability. Furthermore, the original NWFET device characteristics were retained after the scaffold hybridization and following cell culture. The capability of the nanoES for long-term culture and monitoring enables a number of in vitro studies, including drug screening assays with these synthetic neural tissues.

The second basic class of nanoES we developed is termed the mesh nanoES. In mesh nanoES, we define a regular NWFET devices array with structural backbone and use unstrained metal interconnects such that upon relief from the substrate, a flexible, free-standing macroporous nanodevice sheet is formed. Three dimensional scaffolds were then realized in a straightforward manner by directed manipulation, such as folding and loosely stacking adjacent mesh layers, rolling the sheets, or by shaping it with other biomaterials [39]. The porosity of the mesh nanoES is comparable to that of a honeycomb-like synthetic ECM engineered for cardiac tissue culture [115], thus making it an ideal scaffold for innervating synthetic cardiac tissue.

Significantly, 3D cardiac tissue was achieved from a hybrid mesh nanoES/PLGA (poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) scaffolds following seeding and culture of cardiomyocytes [39]. Confocal fluorescence microscopy of a typical cardiac 3D culture (Fig. 14e) revealed a high density of cardiomyocytes in close contact with the nanoES components. Striations characteristic of cardiac tissue [115,116] can be observed from epifluorescence micrographs of cardiac cells on the surface of the nanoES cardiac patch (Fig. 14f). Similar to the 3D
nanoES/neural tissue, cytotoxicity tests showed minimal difference in cell viability for culture in the hybrid mesh nanoES/Matrigel/PLGA and Matrigel/PLGA [39].

Electrical recording from NWFET devices within nanoES/cardiac tissue hybrid (Figs. 14g, h) demonstrate the sensory capabilities of the nanoES. For example, recording from a NWFET ~200 μm below the construct surface gave regularly spaced spikes with a frequency of ~1 Hz, a calibrated potential change of ~2–3 mV, a SNR ≥3 and a ~2 ms width. The peak amplitude, shape and width are consistent with extracellular recordings from cardiomyocytes. Following dosage of the construct with noradrenaline (also known as norepinephrine), which is a drug that stimulates cardiac contraction [54], the recorded signal showed a twofold increase in frequency. We note that SiNW FETs at different position in the cardiac patch show response to the noradrenaline application at different time scale. This provides us a way to study the drug effect from 3D tissue models, and thus demonstrates its potential as a platform for in vitro pharmacological studies, which is expected to provide a more robust link to in vivo disease treatment than that can be achieved from 2D cell cultures [111,117,118]. In addition, multiplexed sensing from a coherently beating nanoES/cardiac construct (Fig. 14h) demonstrated submillisecond temporal resolution from four NWFETs with separations up to 6.8 mm within the 3D innervated tissue sample [39].

One additional example demonstrating the power of our new paradigm centers on the development of innervated vascular constructs (Fig. 15a) with embedded nanoelectronic sensory capabilities [39]. Human aortic smooth muscle cells (HASMCs) were cultured on 2D mesh nanoES, and then the hybrid nanoES/HASMC sheets (Fig 15b) were rolled into multi-layer 3D tubular structures as shown in Fig 15c [39]. This process is analogous to that used for tissue-engineered autologous blood vessels [119,120] except for the key addition of the nanoES, which provides real-time sensory capability in 3D. The smooth muscle tissue was ~200 μm thick with elongated cells and collagenous nanofibres, and embedded nanoES, as revealed from analyses of haemotoxylin–Eosin- and Massontrichrome-stained sections (Fig. 15d). Notably, 3D pH sensing measurements in which constant pH solution was flowed through the inside (lumen) region of the vascular construct and extravascular solution pH was varied stepwise (Fig. 15e) showed several key features. First, the NWFETs in the outermost layer showed stepwise conductance decreases with a sensitivity of ~32mV per pH unit. Second, only minor baseline fluctuations were observed for the NWFETs in the innermost layer (closest to lumen). This result demonstrated the potential ability of the embedded NWFETs to detect inflammation, ischemia, tumor micro-environments or other forms of metabolic acidosis [121,122] in the implanted devices, which is important to many aspects of biomedical research and healthcare.

The work with nanoES represents a new paradigm and direction for interfacing nanoelectronics with biological systems in 3D, where the coupling extends from the surface to inside the biological samples, and is distinct from either engineered tissue [111,123] or flexible electronics [37,40,41]. Although the implantation of these nanoES-embedded synthetic tissues for in vivo studies will require substantial work, the sensing capabilities throughout the 3D micro-environment of the tissue constructs provides exciting possibility for studying the pharmacological response of cells within synthetic tissues, and for localized and real-time monitoring of cellular activities and physicochemical change in 3D.

Conclusions and outlook

This review has summarized recent progress in interfacing nanoelectronics with biological systems at different levels, from nanoscopic recording probes for cultured cells, tissue slices and whole organs, to 3D nanoelectronics-tissue hybrids. Pictorially, these advances and opportunities are summarized in Fig. 16. The newly developed extra- and intra-cellular
recording probes and related technique enable minimally-invasive, long-term, high spatio-temporal resolution measurements of action potentials in neural and cardiac systems. The 3D implementation of functional electronic devices in artificial tissue or tissue constructs further allows for localized, real-time monitoring of cellular electrical activity and physicochemical change from the inside of the tissue. All of these results represent great advances in nanoelectronics-biology interfacing, and will serve as the foundation for new fundamental studies and novel directions in biomedical research and applications.

One promising application of the 2D and 3D nanoscopic probes for action potential recording discussed in this review is for large scale mapping of neural activity. Functional mapping of brain activity has received intense interests recently [101]. To explore the brain function it will be important to create high-density nanoprobes, which by virtue of their small sizes, allow for minimally-invasive and high spatial resolution measurement in both 2D and more importantly 3D space. Although the nanoprobes reviewed here have not been prepared yet on a massive scale, the multiplexed measurements discussed in this article already demonstrate the substantial capabilities of them and the potential for integrating on a larger scale. Moreover, the new 3D recording capability demonstrated with the macroporous free-standing 3D nanoprobes is expected to open up a new vista for large scale, deep tissue or brain activity recording which is difficult with other methods [39–41]. Further development of high throughput fabrication schemes for these 2D and 3D nanoprobes will be needed for this direction. Expanding our nanoprobe concepts by including additional types of functional devices, such as nanoscale light-emitting diodes and stimulators, as well as integrating wireless interfaces will further increase their power and capabilities for mapping brain activity.

More generally, the integrating of multiple functions, including (i) electrical and photo stimulating devices, (ii) detectors for chemical and biochemical species such as small molecules and proteins, (iii) strain sensors for mechanical stress and other physical properties of the biological sample, and (iv) drug releasing devices that provide feedback to the physicochemical change of the synthetic tissue, promise to have a profound impact on biophysical and electrophysiological research [111]. Electrical stimulating provides temporally precise control of neuronal activity [1,31]. Current stimulating technique involves the use of large size glass micropipette [1] or sharp metal electrodes [8,77], which lack the spatial precision needed and are invasive to the biological systems. This calls for nanoscale stimulating devices and the integration of them with the FET based nanoscale recording probes. Incorporation of photonic materials for efficient light-addressable interfaces with photoactive cells [124,125] is another aspect to further extend the scope of nanoelectronics-biology coupling. Proper tissue function and regeneration rely on robust spatial and temporal control of biophysical and biochemical micro-environmental cues [126–128]. Integrating not only sensors for these cues, but also the feedback loops, such as the drug releasing devices which responds to these cues, is important to maintain fine control at the cellular and tissue level over the synthetic tissue growth and function [128].

The development of such multi-functional nanodevices and interfacing them with different biological systems will advance fundamental biophysical research and open up new biomedical applications. Neuronal dendrites provide the vast majority of the surface area in most neurons and receive the majority of neuron’s synaptic input [66]. However, their small diameters have made direct electrical measurements difficult. Recently, some key advances have been made using intracellular sharp microelectrode recordings [129–131], but this approach is very difficult and also does not permit simultaneous, multi-site recording. The small size of our novel nanoscale probes, together with the capability for high-density, large-scale integration of multiple probes, makes them appealing and well suited for studies in this key area. We believe that developing our novel nanoscale probes as high-density...
Multiplexed recording platforms will enable measurements from these subcellular neuronal axons and dendrites which will greatly advance the study of synaptic plasticity and information flow in neural networks.

Biomaterials embedded with functional devices, with both detection and regulating capabilities, could provide new and exciting possibilities for stem cell studies [128]. Stem cells are considered the most versatile and promising cell source for the regeneration of aged, injured and diseased tissues [132]. Different biomaterials are being used to build model systems to mimic the features of stem cell microenvironments in order to study the roles of biochemical and physical signaling [128]. Our seamless embedding of functional devices using the nanoES could enable detection of the critical biochemical information of niche components, and also biophysical properties such as matrix mechanical properties. The incorporation of delivery devices could allow the identity, concentration and patterns of molecules, which are of biological relevance to stem cell regulation, to be defined. All of these will be important to understand extrinsic regulators of stem cell fate and ultimately, help to achieve control over stem cell differentiation or propagation.

Finally, nanodevices that form intimate extra- or intra-cellular connections with excitable cells and tissue are expected to advance substantially functional prosthetics used to address medical conditions such as spinal cord injuries [133] and blindness [134]. Less invasive interaction between nanoscale devices and biological systems, including the advances such as the nanoES, should allow us to overcome issues that exist with conventional devices, such as delamination of the metallic electrode surface and inflammation and astrocyte accumulation in the surrounding tissue [135–139]. By utilizing the nanoscale functional elements in implantable devices or nanoES/tissue hybrids, it could be possible to create, for example, a retinal prosthesis where the stimulating resolution, pixel number and cross-coupling to other neurons are greatly improved. One can envision nanoES-based implantable tissues that are hard wired to provide closed-loop systems that sense and respond, enable telemetric monitoring of physiological processes, and/or provide connections to the host nervous system. Truly exciting opportunities for the future!
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Figure 1.
Schematic illustration of the advantages for using SiNW based devices to interface with biological systems. (a) SiNW based devices are used for intra- and extracellular action potential recording. The small size of the functional element increases the spatial precision and resolution, also enables subcellular interfacing; (b) The bottom-up pathway used for making the nanoscale electronic devices allows us to realize multi-function on a single chip, make flexible electronics, also three-dimensional and free-standing devices to interface from inside the tissue.
Figure 2. SiNW based FET biosensors. (a) Scanning electron microscope image of a SiNW FET. Scale bar is 100 nm; (b) Conductance versus water-gate voltage trace for three representative SiNW FET devices. Inset: Scheme representing experimental setup, (red) nanowire, (yellow/navy) passivated contact electrodes, (blue) electrolyte solution, (green) Ag/AgCl reference/gate electrode.
Figure 3.
Extracellular action potential recording from cultured neurons. (a) Left: optical image of a cortical neuron aligned across a SiNW FET; scale bar is 10 μm. Right: High-resolution image of the region where axon (red arrow) crosses a SiNW (yellow arrow). (b) Red trace: intracellular potential of an cortex neuron (after 6 days in culture) recorded by glass micropipette during stimulation; Black trace: time-correlated signal from axon measured using a p-type SiNW FET; (c) Optical image of a cortical neuron interfaced to three of the four functional NWFETs in an array; scale bar is 20 μm; (d) Trace of intracellular current stimulation and resulting electrical responses from the four SiNW FETs in c. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [27]. Copyright 2006 American Association for the Advancement of Science.
Figure 4.
Building interface between SiNW FETs and spontaneously firing cardiomyocytes. (a) Schematic illustration of manipulating the PDMS/cell substrate to make the interface with an NWFET device. (b) Distinct patch of beating cells (red dashed oval) over a SiNW device (yellow arrow). scale bar is 20 μm; (c) Two representative traces recorded with same SiNW FET from a spontaneously firing cardiomyocyte with different PDMS/cell displacement value; (d) High resolution comparison of single peaks recorded with increasing displacement values (from purple to red); (e) Data recorded in distinct experiment at displacement value close to cell failure. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [51]. Copyright 2009 National Academy of Sciences.
**Figure 5.** Extracellular action potential recording from nanoFETs with different projection area. (a) Schematic illustrating the chip design incorporating graphene and SiNW FET devices; (b) Optical microscope image of PDMS/cells interfaced with large flake graphene FET. Graphene flake outline is marked by white dashed line; measured device is marked by red arrow. Scale bar is 30 μm; (c) Optical microscope image of PDMS/cells interfaced with smaller flake graphene FET and SiNW FET. Graphene flake outline is marked by white dashed line, measured graphene device is marked by red arrow, and measured SiNW device is marked by blue arrow. Scale bar is 13.6 μm; (d) Recorded averaged peak (red) and raw data (gray traces) for the Gra1-FET and cell in b; (e) Thirteen raw signal peaks (gray traces) from the Gra2-FET (upper data) and SiNW FET (lower data) devices marked by red and blue arrows, respectively in c. The average of the peaks was plotted in red and blue, respectively. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [37]. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
Figure 6. Extracellular action potential recording with short channel NWFETs. (a) Illustration of Au-nanocluster-catalyzed nanowire growth with well-controlled axial dopant profile introduced during VSS growth; (b) Short-channel n++/i/n++ SiNWs with channel lengths of 150 nm, 80 nm, and 50 nm respectively. Scale bars are 150 nm. The Au-nanoclusters were ~80 nm in diameter, and nanowires were selectively etched to reveal the active channel; (c) Summary of the peak-to-peak widths for the 150, 80, and 50 nm channel length devices. In addition, a previously published 2.3 μm channel length SiNW device (black) is shown for comparison [37]. Inset, an example of single peaks from each of the short-channel devices; (d) Optical image of cardiomyocytes interfaced with three 130 nm channel length devices (labeled d1, d2, and d3). White dashed lines illustrate the nanowire position. Scale bar is 15 μm; (e) Representative recorded signals from the three devices in d; (f) Histogram of the time lag between devices d1 and d2 (red; separation distance 1.9 μm) and between devices d1 and d3 (blue; separation distance 73 μm). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [59]. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
Figure 7. Extracellular field and action potential recording from brain slices with NWFETs. (a) Measurement schematics. Top: overview of a NWFET array interfacing with slice oriented with pyramidal cell layer over the devices. Bottom Left: zoom-in of device region illustrating interconnected neurons and NWFETs. Bottom Right: photograph of the assembled sample chamber. 1, 2, and 3 indicate the mitral cells in the olfactory bulb, the lateral olfactory tract, and the pyramidal cells, respectively. 4 and 5 mark the stimulation electrode and the patch clamp pipette, respectively; (b) Optical image of an acute slice over a 4 × 4 NWFET array. Crosses along the LOT fiber region of the slice mark the stimulation spots a–h. Scale bar is 100 μm; (c) Laminar organization and input circuitry of the piriform cortex (Layer I–III); (d) a zoom-in signal recorded from two SiNW FET devices. The Open Triangle and Dashed Oval mark the stimulation and presynaptic features, resp. The Plus and Asterisk mark the postsynaptic features; (e) Maps of the relative signal intensity or activity for devices 1–8. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [69]. Copyright 2010 National Academy of Sciences.
Figure 8.
Action potential recording from whole hearts with NWFETs fabricated on flexible plastic substrate. (a) Photograph of a flexible SiNW FETs chip interfaced with a chicken heart in concave configuration. Yellow arrow marks the location of the heart; (b) Top-down photograph of same system, which enables overall registration between heart and lithographically defined markers on the substrate; (c) Photograph of a flexible SiNW FETs chip interfaced with a chicken heart in convex configuration; (d) A representative recorded conductance data from a SiNW FET interfacing with chicken heart in bent configuration. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [36]. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.
Figure 9.
Intracellular action potential recording with kinked nanowire FET devices. (a) SEM image of a doubly kinked nanowire with a cis configuration. Scale bar: 200 nm; (b) Top: schematic of kinked nanowire probe with encoded active region (pink) by dopant level modulation. The blue regions designate the source/drain (S/D). Low: schematic of kinked nanowire probe with p-n junction; (c) Superposition of tmSGM images on AFM topographic images of a representative kinked p-n nanowire device under V$_{tip}$ of +5 V. Scale bar is 0.5 μm. The blue/red arrows indicate the p-type and n-type depletion/accumulation regions (left panel), respectively. Inset: line profile of the tmSGM signal along the white dashed lines; (d) A 3D, free-standing kinked nanowire FET probe bent up by stress release of the metal interconnects. The yellow arrow and pink star mark the nanoscale FET and SU-8, respectively. Scale bars, 5 μm; (e) Schematic of intracellular recording from spontaneously beating embryonic chicken cardiomyocytes cultured on PDMS substrate using kinked nanowire nanoprobes; (f) Transition from extracellular to intracellular recordings during cellular entrance recorded by a kinked nanowire FET probe from beating cardiomyocytes. Green and pink stars denote the peak positions of intracellular and extracellular signal components, respectively; (g) Steady-state intracellular recording; (h) Zoom-in signals of an intracellular action potential peak. Blue and orange stars designate features that are possibly associated with inward sodium and outward potassium currents, respectively. The letters ‘a’ to ‘e’ denote five characteristic phases of a cardiac intracellular potential, as defined in text. The red-dashed line is the baseline corresponding to intracellular resting state. Reprinted
Figure 10.
Intracellular action potential recording with the BIT-FET. (a) Schematics illustrating the working principle of intracellular electrical recording with the BIT-FET; (b) SEM image of a BIT-FET device. Scale bar is 200 nm; (c) Calculated bandwidth of the BIT-FET device versus the inner diameter of the nanotube (ALD SiO2 thickness was the same as the nanotube inner diameter, and the nanotube length was fixed at 1.5 μm); (d) A representative trace corresponding to the second entry of the nanotube from a BIT-FET around the same position on the cardiomyocyte cell. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [29]. Copyright 2012 Nature Publishing Group.
Figure 11.
Intracellular action potential recording with the ANTT. (a) Schematic illustration the working principle of intracellular electrical recording with the ANTT; (b) SEM image of an ANTT probe. Scale bar, 10 \( \mu \)m. Inset, zoom of the probe tip from the dashed red box. Scale bar, 100 nm; (c) A representative intracellular action potential peak recorded with an ANTT. The five characteristic phases of the action potential peak are denoted by 1–5; (d) Schematic of chip-based vertical ANTT probe arrays fabricated from epitaxial Ge/Si nanowires for enhanced integration. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [33]. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
Figure 12.
Multiplexed intracellular action potential recording. (a) Optical image of two BIT-FET devices (positions marked with dots) coupled to a single cardiomyocyte cell, with the cell boundary marked by the yellow dashed line. Scale bar is 10 μm; (b) Simultaneously recorded traces from the two devices in a, corresponding to the transition from extracellular to intracellular recording; (c) Design and SEM image of a probe with two independent ANTT devices sharing a common source contact. Horizontal scale bar, 5 μm; (d) Intracellular recording from a single cardiomyocyte using a probe with two independent ANTT devices. The interval between tick marks corresponds to 1 s; (e) Optical image of three BIT-FET devices coupled to a beating cardiomyocyte cell network. Scale bar is 30 μm; (f) Representative traces recorded simultaneously from the devices shown in e. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [29][33]. Copyright 2012 Nature Publishing Group, 2012 American Chemical Society.
Figure 13.
Figure 14. Nanowire nanoES, 3D nanoelectronics/tissue hybrids, and 3D action potential recording. (a) 3D reconstructed confocal fluorescence micrographs of reticular nanoES viewed along the y (I) and x (II) axes. Solid and dashed open magenta squares indicate two nanowire FET devices located on different planes along the x axis. The overall size of the structure, x-y-z=300-400-200 μm. Scale bars, 20 μm; (b) SEM image of a single kinked nanowire FET within a reticular scaffold, showing (1) the kinked nanowire, (2) metallic interconnects (dashed magenta lines) and (3) the SU-8 backbone. Scale bar, 2 μm; (c, d) 3D reconstructed confocal images of rat hippocampal neurons after a two-week culture on reticular nanoES/Matrigel. The white arrow highlights a neurite passing through a ring-like structure.
supporting a nanowire FET. Dimensions in c, x: 317 μm; y: 317 μm; z: 100 μm; in d, x: 127 μm; y: 127 μm; z: 68 μm; (e) Confocal fluorescence micrographs of a synthetic cardiac patch. (II and III), Zoomed-in view of the upper and lower dashed regions in I, Scale bar, 40 μm; (f) Epifluorescence micrograph of the surface of the cardiac patch. Green: α-actin; blue: cell nuclei. The dashed lines outline the position of the S/D electrodes. Scale bar, 40 μm; (g) Conductance versus time traces recorded from a single NW FET before (black) and after (blue) applying noradrenaline; (h) Multiplexed electrical recording of extracellular field potentials from four nanowire FETs at different depth in a mesh nanoES/cardiac hybrid. Data are conductance versus time traces of a single spike recorded at each nanowire FET. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [39]. Copyright 2012 Nature Publishing Group.
Figure 15.
Synthetic vascular construct enabled 3D sensing. (a) Schematic of the smooth muscle nanoES. The upper panels are the side view, and the lower one is a zoom-in view. Grey: mesh nanoES; blue fibers: collagenous matrix secreted by HASMCs; yellow dots: nanowire FETs; pink: HASMCs; (b) (I) Photograph of a single HASMC sheet cultured with sodium L-ascorbate on a nanoES. (II) Zoomed-in view of the dashed area in I. Scale bar, 5 mm; (c) Photograph of the vascular construct after rolling into a tube and maturation in a culture chamber for three weeks. Scale bar, 5 mm; (d) Haematoxylin-Eosin- (I) and Masson-Trichrome- (II; collagen is blue) stained sections (~6 μm thick) cut perpendicular to the tube axis; lumen regions are labelled. The arrows mark the positions of SU-8 ribbons of the nanoES. Scale bars, 50 μm; (e) Changes in conductance over time for two nanowire FET devices located in the outermost (red) and innermost (blue) layers. The inset shows a schematic of the experimental set-up. Outer tubing delivered bathing solutions with varying pH (red dashed lines and arrows); inner tubing delivered solutions with fixed pH (blue dashed lines and arrows). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [39]. Copyright 2012 Nature Publishing Group.
Figure 16.
Overview of nanoelectronics-biology interfacing enabled new fundamental studies and novel directions in biomedical research and applications. These new studies benefit from different features of the nanoelectronics.